Date: 2021-09-25
First Name: Arnetta
Last Name: Murray
Title: N/A
Organization: Consult in the AM
Address: [Redacted]
City: Rosharon
State: TX
Zipcode: [Redacted]
Phone: [Redacted]

Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: Senate

Message:
It is a sad day in America when people can climb the Capitol without consequence because they didn't get their way. It's sad when a legislature decides everyone can carry a gun without a permit or background check. It's really sad when Joan Huffman was asked questions from Alvarado, couldn't answer them. Don't get me wrong I like both woman but if you are against something read and be prepared for questioning.

Now we are dealing with redistricting and ignoring what the census has provided. It appears these lawmakers are going to do whatever they need to do to say in so call power. Some of our lawmakers have already allowed "cracking" and "packing" by using firms that support their viewpoint.

The problem with government is that they want the peoples vote but not their voice. Why couldn't Legislators work with a committee of citizens to collaborate about even distribution of lines? Why? They don't want our voice. Now they want our taxes, our rights, but not our voice.

This isn't fair and the consequences behind these sinister actions will have an impact that no one saw coming. Listen to the census and draw the lines fairly. Stop manipulating the maps!